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EDITORIAL DEP ARTMENT NOTE
During the past twenty years the N. A. C. A.
Bulletin has contained articles dealing with the
accounting methods applicable to almost every
major industry in this country. One of the few
industries which happened to have been slighted
in that parade was the glass industry. This oversight is being rectified by the publication in this
issue of the Bulletin of an article which not only
describes cost accounting methods used in the
manufacture of glass, but serves as an excellent
illustration of process costing. Particularly interesting are the forms used in collecting cost information, and we regret that the size of these forms
makes necessary in two cases the use of parts of
forms as exhibits in place of the complete forms.
The author of this article, P. L. Harrold, is an
early member of the Association, having joined in
December, 1919. He is a native Pennsylvanian
and received his accounting training at Leech's
Business College. His career as an accountant
started with the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.,
where he served in various capacities for five
years before joining the Locomotive Stoker Co.
as Factory Accountant. Two years later lie became associated with the Ford Motor Co., and for
the next four years served as an accountant in
various capacities in its Pittsburgh branch, Canadian factory and Montreal branch. In 1920, Mr.
Harrold returned to his home state and accepted
the position of Factory Accountant with his present company, the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.,
where he now serves as Chief Auditor of the
Glass and Chemical Divisions. With his nineteen
years' experience in this company, the world's
largest manufacturer of plate glass, Mr. Harrold
is eminently fitted to present the subject of plate
glass costing.
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OU TLIN E OF F AC TO RY CO ST P RO CE DU RE IN

P L A T E G L A S S M A N UF A C T URE
By P. L. Harrold, Chief Auditor,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, as it is known today, had
TitsHEbeginning
in 1895 and at that time had acquired plate glass
factories at Creighton, Tarentum, Ford City, Charleroi, and
Duquesne, Pennsylvania; Elwood and Kokomo, Indiana; and
Crystal City, Missouri.
Even though no such production method as a continuous process
was known for years, many drastic changes developed between
1895 and 1923. Methods of operations were changed and much
labor saving equipment was installed. An era passed in which
much of the ability and skill required of an employee in the earlier
days was transferred to mechanical methods. The period of
training required to fit employees for certain jobs was shortened
and many of the exacting details in connection with certain specific
operations were changed from a human to a mechanical responsibility.
The Present Plant
As a result of years of concentrated study and application on
the part of the Company's engineers, detailed plans were worked
out for a continuous process for the manufacture of plate glass.
In the years 1923 and 1924, the factory buildings comprising the
original Creighton plant were dismantled, and on this site was
erected the first unit of a new plant especially designed for a
continuous process. The second unit at this plant was completed
in 1926, and later additional units were erected at other sites.
Today, in place of the eight plate glass factories previously mentioned, the company has but three, one each at Creighton and
Ford City, Pennsylvania, and one at Crystal City, Missouri. The
operations at these three factories differ in just one respect, and
that is the melting of the "batch," or the ingredients that serve
as raw materials in the production of plate glass. At Creighton
and at Crystal City the "Tank Method" is used, while at Ford
City, furnaces are still operated, and here the "Pot Method" has
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been retained. For the purpose of this discussion, the subject
matter presented will be confined to the "Tank Method," as distinguished from the "Pot Method." Mention of one more point
is necessary before continuing. This outline will deal with factory cost accounting only, and such expenses as selling and administrative will not be included.
The Process
Briefly, our process consists of mixing batches of raw materials,
charging a tank with these batches, and rolling and annealing the
tank product which becomes a semi - finished stock, rough flat
glass. This rough flat glass is ground and polished on both sides,
each side separately, after which it becomes a finished product,
to be cut to customers' specifications as desired. The raw materials lose their identity in the batch and, obviously, it is impossible to charge each lot of output with its own elements of cost.
This method, the process method, must provide an average cost
of production by periods. In the process method of manufacture,
the product usually passes through producing departments in a certain sequence. Each department performs a particular step, and
when the product has passed through the last operation it is in
saleable form. Cost finding, accordingly, involves tracing the
product from the raw materials through the various producing departments, and finally to the finished state. Each stage or producing department adds to its own costs, those of the preceding stages.
The costs by departments are accumulated in a factory ledger.
General Characteristics of Process Costing
In all factory accounting systems used in connection with process methods of manufacture, there are many basic principles
which are essentially the same. Apart from these, there are other
necessary principles which must be developed to fit a particular
industry or an individual product.
The simpler, yet basic characteristics of our accounting system
will be discussed first rather briefly, so that more time may be devoted to the characteristics which apply more particularly to plate
glass cost finding, and which may be less familiar to the reader.
The more common characteristics, which I know must be familiar to each person present, include: factory ledger accounts, the
160
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chart of accounts or catalogue of charges, classification of departments and overhead. These items exist regardless of the product
manufactured and regardless of the system of accounting followed.
Classification of Factory Ledger Accounts
The accounts maintained in the factory ledger include:
i . Necessary control accounts.
Accounts for each producing and service department.
3. Accounts for raw materials and stores.
4. Accounts for investment items, which, of course, include
new construction.
5. Accounts for reserves for extraordinary repairs and deferred
items.
6. General accounts such as are necessary for factory operations.
7. Accounts for work in process and finished stocks.
2.

It is understood that the aforementioned grouping of accounts
are arranged in the ledger according to standard practice.
Through these accounts provision is made for:
i. Monthly operating costs for each producing department.
2. Monthly operating costs for each service department.
3. Total monthly cost of the product or products manufactured.
Catalogue of Charges
Our catalogue of charges is arranged numerically to show:
i. All departments, including producing, service and auxiliary.
A list of divisions of cost for compiling information for
the management and for cost comparisons. These are mostly
self - explanatory and are nine in number. They are:

2.

i. Direct materials and operating supplies
Lubricants, tools and miscellaneous supplies
3. Operating labor— direct and indirect
4. Charges for fuel, power, light, heat and water
5. Maintenance of grounds and buildings
6. Maintenance of machinery and equipment
7. Maintenance of tanks and leers

2.
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8. Service and general charges. This division includes
certain service departments not distributed by a predetermined rate or a measured basis. Examples include office expense, employees' insurance and general
plant expense.
9. The last division provides for fixed and deferred
charges. This division includes a proportion of expense heating of a tank when operation is resumed following a shutdown, and a monthly charge created to
provide for extraordinary repairs.
In addition to being arranged numerically, a separate alphabetical section is included for all the items within the nine divisions of
cost just enumerated. This particular section has been incorporated for convenience and ready reference. This catalogue, in its
entirety, serves as a guide for the factory personnel when applying
all material and labor charges, both direct and indirect, against
all departments (both producing and service) and all other maintenance charges of any nature to departments and accounts. It has
been designed to provide for the collection of charges by departments and accounts, by divisions of cost or even by items within
certain divisions, as required by the management for analytical
purposes and for cost comparisons.
The departments are divided into producing and service. In our
departmental numerical setup, each department, whether producing
or service, has been assigned a department number.
Application of Service Department Costs
Differences of opinion will invariably arise with the mere mention of the application of service department costs. No individual
connected in any way with factory cost procedure can avoid it.
The nature of the product and the manufacturing process have
direct bearing on the method to be followed. Any procedure
adopted should represent a sincere effort to distribute service department expense in such a way as to effect a fair and accurate
charge to the departments receiving benefit and a legitimate credit
to the service department performing the work. In our particular
case we use predetermined rates whenever possible. These rates
are based on past experience, and a month -to -month record for
162
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each department so distributed is maintained. This record shows
the monthly cost, overhead applied, rate used, and units handled
or hours operated. Such a record is useful in controlling necessary overhead rate changes which must be made from time to time
as operating conditions warrant.
Examples of service departments which are distributed on a predetermined rate, follow:
Railroad on tons handled.
Telephone department on number of telephones.
Storeroom on material value.
Locomotive crane,
Trucking,
Machine shop,
Blacksmith shop,
Pipe shop
each on hours of service rendered.
Electric shop,
Carpenter shop,
Yard department.
In addition to these, there are some two or three small items of
expense incurred in connection with service departments, the
amounts for which are insignificant and a fair distribution difficult. These items are closed direct into general plant expense,
which item is, in turn, distributed to the producing departments on
the basis of the number of employees in each.
Current Monthly Records
At the end of each month certain information must of necessity
be available. Therefore, in order to compile this information, current monthly records must be maintained. Among these are:
Accumulation of stores disbursements, all labor and payroll
records and all departmental expenses for both producing
and service departments.
a. Distribution of service department's overhead when distribution is based on a predetermined rate, whether by productive
hour, operating hour or a weight basis.
3. Accumulation of weights, separately, of all raw materials
and all operating supplies used. These are compiled daily
or computed monthly, and reported to the accounting department where summaries are made.
4. Daily production records showing all production and consumption, all losses in connection with operation and all
t.
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breakage in stock. These records will be discussed in more
detail as the operation and accumulation of cost data are described.

Summary of General Characteristics
Thus fa r you have been told that the characteristics of our
system, more or less common to any factory accounting system,
are:
t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

That our accounting system is controlled by means of a
group of accounts recorded in a factory ledger.
That all departments fall into one of two classes: (i ) pr oducing and ( 2 ) service and auxiliary.
That all charges for material and labor to all accounts and
departments are controlled by a catalogue of charges, which
classifies all charges into one of nine divisions of cost.
That a predetermined rate is used whenever practicable to
absorb the overhead of a non - productive or service department.
That the usual records pertaining to stores disbursements,
stores distribution, payrolls and payroll distribution are provided for, together with such records as are necessary to
provide, at the end of each month, the weights or quantities
of all raw materials and operating supplies used.
That production records in connection with the operating
departments are maintained to furnish production data and
amounts of losses and breakage.

These phases of accounting might be encountered in any factory accounting system. They are, by comparison, relatively simple
and of a routine nature.

The Sundry Sales Journal
In many cases producing and service department costs are accumulated from journal entries in the separate accounts set up in
a factory ledger. That is, each item of expense is posted as a
separate item to each departmental account in the ledger. This is
not true as regards our accounting procedure, and because of this
fact, I should like to mention two forms which are used.
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The first form is a "Sundry Journal Sheet," Exhibit i, on which
all entries are journalized. Apart from the usual information
shown on a regular journal sheet, this form is distinctive because
it provides two debit columns (one for the ledger and one for
the analysis journal), and two credit columns (one for the ledger
and one for the analysis journal). All entries in the ledger
debit column and the ledger credit column are posted direct to
the various accounts in the ledger. All entries in the analysis
journal debit and credit columns are posted to the second form I
wish to mention. This form is called the "Analysis Journal Sheet."
These two forms are used for accumulating all current month's
cost data.
The Analysis Journal Sheet
For each producing department a separate analysis journal sheet
is used.
The various sections of the analysis journal sheet are shown in
Exhibits 2 and 3. Exhibit 2 shows the top of the form in two
parts. In this section the charges are collected according to the
nine divisions of cost. A portion of the lower section of the
analysis journal sheet is shown in Exhibit 3. The part illustrated
shows the form used in making the distribution of general charges
and of indicating the bases of distribution. The last column to
the right is but one of the eight columns provided on the complete
form for recording the detailed application of the direct and general charges to products. These sheets are conveniently arranged
to suit our particular requirements, so that the cost can be accumulated by divisions of cost, or by items within a division, as desired. Provision is also made on these sheets to distribute charges
to more than one product. Direct charges are posted direct to
each product under each division of cost, and general charges are
accumulated and then prorated to the different products on various
bases, which will be mentioned when the operating departments
are discussed.
For service and auxiliary departments, one column is used for
each, and several such departments may appear on one analysis
journal sheet. This is done because they are not incorporated as a
part of the cost sheet and no elaborate analyses are necessary.
It might be added that all postings included in the accounting
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work for the month are posted to the analysis journal sheets. Postings are either direct to a department or account, or, if the postings
from the s und ry j our na l s he et ha ve be en d ire ct to t he le dger, t he
totals in the ledger columns are posted to the analysis journal
sheets as miscellaneous debits and credits for control purposes
only. In oth er wor ds , a ll pos ti ngs ar e a ss emb led on t he ana lys is
journal sheets and these forms are balanced (debits against credits)
be fore a ny p os t in gs a re mad e fr om t h es e for ms to t he le dge r accounts. This pr ocedure serves the sa me purp ose as a preli minary
trial balance of the ledger, particularly if a n u mb e r of a ccou n t s
must be closed out before the final trial balance is prepared.
Now t h a t t h e mor e common p h a s e s of our fact ory account ing
system have been covered and the for ms used to compile the
monthl y cost data mentioned an d bri efly d escrib ed, th e prod ucing
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departments concerned with manufacturing plate glass will be discussed. Such departments include the batch department, the tank
department, the grinding and polishing department and the ware room department. These departments will be discussed in this
order, because it is in this sequence the product flows.
As the subject matter pertaining to these productive departments
is presented, certain data will be mentioned that applies to the
operation. Such information has been based on averages and,
while not really accurate, it is hoped it will be helpful in giving
a clearer picture of our procedure.
The Batch Department —Raw Material Cost
The first producing department is the batch department which
prepares the mixed batch used in the tank operation. Raw materials are stored in separate bins are received. From these bins
materials are discharged, each separately, onto separate scales, at
which points each is accurately weighed, and from which each is
discharged onto a conveyor. The various ingredients pass through
an elaborate system of conveyors and mixers until the mixed batch
is discharged from the final mixing operation onto a screw conveyor, which transports the ready mixed batch to the hopper at
the fill end of the tank. Each batch material, as received and
stored, is set up in a factory ledger account. The ledger unit
price includes the invoice cost, freight, switching and unloading
charges. The quantity of each raw material, such as sand, soda
ash, salt cake, limestone, etc., used in preparing the mixed batch,
charged to the tank department, is developed by means of a very
carefully prepared formula. By multiplying the quantity of each
material in a batch of a certain mix by the number of batches of
that particular mix made during the month, including an allowance
for loss, the quantity of each raw material consumed is determined.
The value of each raw material used is calculated at the average
price as shown by the factory ledger account. From the quantity
of each material used and the average price, a sundry journal entry
is made to charge the batch department with the total weight and
value of all ingredients and credit each raw material account with
the weight and value of each.
Let me use this one entry to illustrate the purpose of the two
debit columns and the two credit columns on the sundry journal
sheet. The debit to the batch department will be entered in the
169
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analysis journal debit column and posted to the analysis journal
sheet. It is only a part of the batch department cost. The credits
to the raw material accounts are entered in the ledger credit
column because each credit is the only credit each month to each
of these accounts. It should be remembered, however, that the
separate items posted direct to the ledger accounts are posted collectively to the analysis journal sheets for balancing purposes.
This same principle applies to any monthly item of expense which
must be distributed to several departments and credited to just one
account, such as stores disbursements, electric current, steam power,
all service departments, etc.
Transfer to Tank Department

is

When all items of operating expense have been journalizd and
posted to the analysis journal sheets for the batch department, the
total cost of the mixed batch is available. Each month the total
weight and total cost of batch is posted from the analysis journal
sheet to the batch department account in the factory ledger. Then,
by a sundry journal entry, this account is closed and the tank department charged. Distribution of batch department costs is determined by the tank production of each thickness of glass.
Before discussing the tank department, I should like to remind
you once again that the two forms to which I have previously
referred, the sundry journal sheet and the analysis journal sheet,
are used to assemble all cost data, and the procedure followed for
each producing department the same as previously outlined.
As this outline is continued and the remaining producing departments are discussed, there are two additional forms which tnust
be mentioned, from which and on which, in conjunction with the
sundry journal sheet and the analysis journal sheet, is developed
the cost for each thickness of plate glass. The two additional
forms are the "Monthly Production Report" and the "Subsidiary
Record of Flat Glass Stocks."
The Monthly Production Report
The monthly production report, Exhibit 4, is the form on which
is assembled all glass footage relating to production, consumption, departmental operating breakage and losses in stocks. The
data is obtained by clerks stationed at strategic points throughout
the factory, who record this information daily. From these daily
170
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reports is compiled the monthly production report. In addition,
this report contains certain operating data, some of which will be
mentioned in connection with the tank department and the grinding and polishing department when these producing units are
discussed.
The Subsidiary Record of Flat Glass Stocks
The subsidiary record of flat glass stocks is a process cost
record form prepared at the beginning of each year for each
thickness of plate glass on hand, and prepared during the year,
as operating conditions necessitate, for each additional thickness
of plate glass manufactured. Exhibit 5 shows one section of this
form dealing with rough flat glass stock.
Other sections are provided for the grinding and polishing department, uncut stock, the wareroom and finished flat glass stock.
This form has been designed to show the average cost to date
of producing rough flat glass, the product of the tank department;
the average cost to date of producing uncut stock, the product of
the grinding and polishing department; and the average cost to date
of finished flat glass, the product of the wareroom department.
It is used as a medium to transfer the product from the rough
stock through the various operating departments and the subsequent stock accounts at the average cost of production to date. It
is also used to determine the cost of departmental breakage and
stock losses. This form, subsidiary record of flat glass stocks,
also serves as the factory ledger account for the particular thickness of glass it covers.
The information on the production and consumption for each
department is taken from the monthly production report. All
losses in stock and all departmental breakage or shrinkage are also
taken from the monthly production report. The operating departmental cost is taken from the particular analysis journal sheet for
each particular thickness of glass produced.
Mention of the monthly production report and subsidiary record
of flat glass stocks has been made, because it is from this point on
that these two forms are of vital importance. They deal only
with the tank, grinding and polishing, and the wareroom departments. A separate cost record is prepared for the batch department. Under the discussion of the tank department, you will be
advised of the distribution of the costs of the batch department.
174
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The Tank Department
The tank department includes what is called a "Leer," which in
a continuous process anneals the glass. Under normal conditions
the batch released from the hopper at the "fill end" of the tank
approximates 9,ioo pounds every forty -five minutes, or thirty -two
such batches a day. This batch, when deposited in the tank, which
at the fill end, has a temperature of around 2, joo degrees, flows
through, at some times more quickly than at others, to the "discharge end," at which point the temperature ranges in the neighborhood of 2,15o degrees. The average time of this process is about
three and one -half hours. The distance is approximately H4 feet.
Passing out of the discharge end over a set of rolls, the molten
glass enters the leer in a continuous flow. The leer is approximately 3 0 0 feet long. The temperature varies from 1,25o degrees
at the tank end to i 5o degrees at the examining end. During the
movement of the glass through the leer, which operates at a speed
of about 144 inches per minute, the annealing process takes place.
A distance of only i5o feet is required for this operation, during
which time the temperature drops about ioo degrees. At the delivery end of the leer, or the end at which the glass is first examined, the first production figures are recorded. At this point,
following a rigid inspection, the rough flat glass is cut in accordance with standard specifications, after which all production is
measured and recorded by thickness. The total production at this
point is termed "Rough Flat Glass"; and it might be added that
the tank department is credited only with the net production.
,tertnining Unit Cost of Rough Flat Glass
[hen only one thickness of glass is produced during a month,
the -)tal weight and total value of mixed batch and the total cost of
the tank department are applied against the net production of glass
recorded at the examining end of the leer. If more than one thickness is produced during a month, the total weight and value of the
batch are distributed to each thickness of glass produced on a
weight basis. The weight of each thickness is determined by reducing all thicknesses produced to a common thickness and then using
a common unit weight per square foot. The item of batch for each
thickness becomes a direct material charge in the tank department.
Tank department operating costs, applicable to all thicknesses, are
175
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accumulated as general charges, then prorated to each thickness on
the basis of the number of hours the tank operated on each.
By a sundry journal entry the tank department is credited with
the net footage of production and cost of operation, and the rough
flat glass stock charged. The tank production as shown by the
monthly production report is posted to the subsidiary record of
fiat glass stocks and the department operating cost is obtained from
the analysis journal sheet for the tank department. These figures
are added to the previous production figures and from the footage
is deducted the rough stock loss, also obtained from the production
report. The resultant footage is used as a divisor to determine the
average cost to date of rough flat glass produced.
This stock, while the product of the tank department, rightfully
belongs to the grinding and polishing department, and for this
reason the cost of rough flat glass charged to the grinding and
polishing department must be increased by the value of the loss or
breakage in stock.
The Grinding and Polishing Department
The grinding and polishing department is the next producing
department and in this department the glass is ground and polished. On a series of tables, approximately six feet wide and
twelve feet long, which form a continuous line or, as it is termed
in our phraseology, a ribbon, the rough flat glass is laid. The
tables are coupled automatically at the starting end and automatically detached at the finishing end. All tables are exactly the same
level, all are interchangeable, and each may be inserted into the
ribbon following any other. The rough flat glass is laid in a solution of quick drying plaster so the glass will be held rigid during
the grinding and polishing operations. On these tables the glass
moves at a rate of about I 2 o inches per minute, under a battery of
grinding machines, during which operation grinding sand and
emery are added to serve as grinding agents. Once ground, the
glass is jointed or patched to repair the breakage. This is done
while the tables are in motion before entering the polishing unit.
The tables then pass under a battery of polishing machines which
polish the glass. Agents used are felt and rouge. After the glass
has been ground and polished on one side, it is turned over and the
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operation repeated for the second side. The grinding and polishing
ribbon is approximately one thousand feet long. When the glass
has been ground and polished on both sides, it is stripped from
the tables, washed, delivered to, and charged to, what we term
"Uncut Stock." From the production report is obtained the footage
of rough flat glass laid on the grinding and polishing tables, the
departmental breakage and the production of uncut stock from
the grinding and polishing department.
Determining Cost of Uncut Stock
In the rough flat glass stock section of the subsidiary record,
the glass laid in the grinding and polishing department, together
with such glass used for samples, transfers and shipments, comprise the deductions from this stock, each at the average cost to
date of production. All quantities of such items as enumerated are
obtained from the production report. Since this section of the subsidiary record represents a ledger account, the remaining balance
represents the quantity and value of rough flat glass stock on hand.
The section of the subsidiary record set aside for the grinding
and polishing department provides for the departmental operating
cost obtained from the particular analysis journal sheet, the footage
and value of rough glass laid, plus the cost of operation and the
departmental breakage. One more column captioned "Passed to
Uncut Stock" provides for footage and value. The footage in this
case is the total laid less the breakage; the value is the value of the
glass laid plus cost of operating the grinding and polishing department. In this case it will be noted the value per foot produced has
again been increased by the value of the breakage.
Grinding and polishing department operating costs applicable to
all thicknesses are accumulated as general charges, then prorated
to each thickness on the basis of the number of hours the grinding
and polishing department operated on each.
The next section of the subsdiary record of flat glass stocks
provides for uncut stock, which is the glass produced by the grinding and polishing department. This section provides for information similar to that shown in any ledger account —the quantity and
value of product received, average price to date, disbursements and
balance.
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The Wareroom Department— Direct and General Charges
The wareroom department at our plate glass operations is
divided into two separate and distinct units: the factory glass unit
and the order cutting unit. Direct charges, applied separately
against each unit, include the salaries of foremen and assistants and
the direct operating labor within each unit. On the analysis journal
sheets these items are applied not only to a particular unit, but also
to a particular thickness of glass. At the time of origin, a definite
effort is made to apply correctly against a particular unit and a
certain thickness of plate glass within that unit, all charges that can
be considered direct.
Charges comprising lubricants, tools and miscellaneous supplies, fuel, power, light, heat and water, maintenance of buildings
and equipment, supervision and a proportion of auxiliary departments, are of a general nature and are posted to the factory glass
unit on the analysis journal sheet as general charges under the
proper division of cost.
The total general charges so accumulated are distributed to each
unit on a predetermined basis. Therefore, a certain portion of the
total general charges applicable to both units, but which have been
accumulated under the factory glass unit, is, in turn, charged to the
order cutting unit, under the same divisions of cost. Each total
amount of general charges then applicable to each unit is finally
distributed under the various divisions of cost to the various
thicknesses handled by each unit.
General charges in the factory glass unit are distributed on the
analysis journal sheet to the various thicknesses on the basis of the
footage of each received by this unit. This footage is obtained
from the production report and includes all uncut glass received
by the factory glass unit.
General charges in the order cutting unit are distributed to the
various thicknesses of glass on the basis of the footage of cut sizes
of each produced each month in the wareroom. This figure is
likewise obtained from the production report. Cut sizes, more
clearly defined, constitute glass taken from stock and cut to customers' specifications.
To explain these two separate units in the wareroom, it was
necessary to leave the discussion of the subsidiary record of flat
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glass stocks. The last section mentioned in connection with this
form was the uncut stock section, which provides for the product
of the grinding and polishing department.
Wareroom Department— Factory Glass Unit
The next section on the subsidiary record is the wareroom department— factory glass unit. It provides information similar to
that already cited for the grinding and polishing department. While
the grinding and polishing department section provides for data
pertaining to uncut stock production, the wareroom factory glass
unit section deals with finished flat glass.
This section provides for the operating cost of the factory glass
unit obtained from the particular analysis journal sheet, the footage
and value of glass receivers from uncut stock, phis cost of operation, and the wareroom— factory glass unit loss. As in the case of
the grinding and polishing department, the footage passed to stock
is reduced by the loss which, in turn, increases the price of the net
footage produced by the factory glass unit and passed to finished
flat glass stock.
The last section of the subsidiary record of flat glass stocks provides for transactions affecting the finished flat glass stock and, as
in the case of other stocks, this section supplants the individual
factory ledger account. This section, because it replaces the ledger
account, provides for total stock received, average price to date, and
deductions from such stock, each to show feet and value. These
deductions include: transfers, glass used for samples, loss in stock,
loss in cutting orders and shipments. So far as polished plate
stocks are concerned, the quantity and value of each is carried by
the general office and consequently no balance, either feet or value,
appears under the finished flat glass section on the subsidiary record
of flat glass stocks.
Wareroom Department —Order Cutting Unit
The expense incurred in connection with the operation of the
order cutting unit in the wareroom is posted from the analysis
journal sheet to a factory ledger account captioned "Expense Cutting Orders." This is a sales department expense, disposition of
which is made as follows: Each month the quantity of glass packed,
but not shipped, is reported, by the shipping department. The pro 179
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portion of expense applicable to that quantity packed, but not
shipped, is held on the factory books; the balance is transferred to
the general office. This balance represents the expense cutting
orders for the glass shipped.
After all footage for departmental production, consumption,
breakage, stock losses, cutting losses and stock transfers, has been
entered on the subsidiary record of flat glass stocks from the
monthly production report; and all departmental operating costs
have been entered in the proper sections of the subsidiary record
from the respective analysis journal sheets; and all unit prices
have been calculated on the subsidiary record, it is necessary to journalize this information. These journal entries, which are made on
the sundry journal sheets, are necessary to reflect in the factory
ledger, departmental production and cost, and activity of stocks in
the various control accounts, and to charge the general office with
the legitimate expenses incurred in connection with handling stocks
carried on general office books, or expenses incurred in connection
with sales of stocks carried on the factory books.
Monthly Journal Entries
Briefly, what this comprises is:
i. Charging rough flat glass stock with the net production
and cost of operation of the tank department, and crediting the tank department.
z. Charging the grinding and polishing department with
footage and value of rough flat glass stock laid, and
crediting rough flat glass stock account.
3. Charging uncut stock with footage and value of glass
ground and polished, plus cost of departmental operations,
and crediting the grinding and polishing department
account.
4. Charging the factory glass unit in the wareroom department with the footage and value of glass taken from uncut
stock, and crediting uncut stock account.
5. Charging the finished flat glass stock account with the
footage and value of glass taken from uncut stock, plus
cost of operation of the factory glass unit, and crediting
the wareroom department account.
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6. Charging glass transferred from semi - finished and finished
stocks to proper accounts, and crediting respective stock
accounts.
7. Charging general office with glass used for samples, loss
cutting orders, and loss in finished flat glass stock, and
crediting semi - finished and finished stocks so affected.
The expense incurred in operating the packing and shipping
department is accumulated on an analysis journal sheet by divisions
of cost, the same as for any productive department. Items of cost
applicable to a particular thickness are charged direct to that thickness, and charges of a general nature applicable to no particular
thickness are assembled under the heading of general charges.
General charges are then distributed to each thickness on the basis
of the feet packed (not shipped) during the calendar month. A
separate report of the feet of glass of each thickness packed, but
not shipped, during the month is furnished the accounting division
by the shipping department. The total operating cost of the packing and shipping department is posted each month to a ledger
account captioned "Packing and Shipping Department." This is a
sales department expense and disposition is made as follows: Each
month the proportion of expense applicable to that quantity of glass
packed, but not shipped, is held on the factory books, and the balance is transferred to the general office.
Purpose of Forms Summarized
In outlining the cost procedure as applied to plate glass cost
accounting, I have mentioned four forms. The first two work
together and serve as a medium for journalizing all items of cost
and for accumulating separately these items of cost by producing
and service departments, and by divisions of cost or items of cost
within a division, as desired. These two forms are called the
"Sundry Journal Sheet" and the "Analysis Journal Sheet."
Subsequent to this, two additional forms were mentioned. First
was the "Monthly Production Report," on which is accumulated all
data concerning production, consumption, breakage or shrinkage
and stock losses. From this one source is obtained any glass footage
figure for compiling cost information. The second form of the
second group, you will recall, is the "Subsidiary Record of Flat
Glass Stocks." You were told that this form pictured, for each
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thickness of glass produced during the year, the individual operating costs, the movements of all stocks (each semi - finished and finished stock separately), all transfers, all stock losses, all cutting
losses and all balances. You were told this form replaced an individual factory ledger sheet and is a permanent record.
Finally, the necessary journal entries were outlined to reflect
the month's transactions in the departmental accounts, stock control
accounts and general accounts in the factory ledger, as shown by
the subsidiary record of flat glass stocks:

The Cost Sheet
In conclusion, I should like to mention the cost sheet, prepared
each month for the management. In our case, as in many others,
the management desires specific information concerning operations
and, in our particular case, the cost sheet includes more than the
actual factory cost, or at least what we consider factory cost.
The cost sheet shows the separate departmental costs, by divisions of cost, and items within certain divisions for the tank,
grinding and polishing, wareroom, and packing and shipping departments. The wareroom -order cutting unit, and the packing
and shipping departments are included because the total cost desired is "Cost per i,000 Feet on Board Cars." This information is
obtained from the separate departmental analysis journal sheets,
and for each thickness of glass for which the cost sheet is prepared.
In addition, the cost sheet, instead of showing the semi - finished
stocks transferred from one department to the next, shows only
the value of shrinkage in each. The footage of shrinkage is
obtained from the subsidiary record of flat glass stocks and, for
each department so affected, is priced at the average price to date
of the total glass received to date by each department. The item of
shrinkage is a most important factor in our cost, and one of particular interest when comparing similar operations at different
locations.
This cost sheet is strictly a record to reflect, for the month, for
each thickness, the current month's total cost in detail for each
department as required by the management, so that intelligent
comparisons may be made from month to month as regards operations at one factory, or as regards comparisons between similar
factory operations at different locations.
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